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Abstract
User-generated content, UGC, is a modern topic today and refers to media and creative works created by Internet users and posted on the Internet. More and more application developers wants to offer sharing
functionalities in their applications and on their websites. The alternatives of doing so today are to use UGC platforms API, like Facebook
and Twitter, to upload the content to that specific platform or to implement the framework ShareKit that enables the user to share their content
on multiple social networks and platforms. If the application developer
wants the user to upload the content to their own platform they have to
implement the sharing functionality themselves. This thesis covers the
development of a framework that enables user-generated content to be
uploaded to the application owner’s choice of destination whether it is
their own platform or someone else’s.
By exploring the meaning of user-generated content, why people want
to share and existing sharing applications, information as well as inspirations was gathered and used to design a prototype that was user-tested,
redesigned and implemented. The result was a prototype of a framework
implemented for the iPhone that provides an easy way for users to add,
edit, rearrange and upload different types of content.
User-generated content will increase in the future and the mobile part of
UGC will be more and more important. People are going to want to be
able to express themselves wherever they are. This makes the future for
this framework bright since it makes it easy for application developers
to enable sharing of user-generated content in their applications.
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1 Introduction
Cheaper and better technology has increased the amount of Internet users and changed the
way Internet is used. Today the Internet does not only offer users to retrieve information or
play games but also to create and share content. Earlier only companies and web developers
published different types of media on the Internet, nowadays this is possible for anyone with
a computer. The new type of media posted is called User-generated content.[1]
User-generated content (UGC) refers to media and creative works such as text, images, audio clips, videos etc, created by Internet users. UGC is a very modern topic today and more
and more customers want to offer sharing functionalities in their applications and on their
websites[2]. Currently all applications that offer their users to share content are either developing the sharing functionality themselves, uses an UGC platform’s API to upload content
to their platform or uses the framework ShareKit[3] that enables the user to share their content to multiple social networks and platforms. This thesis will cover the development of a
framework for enabling user-generated content to the costumer’s choice of platform.

1.1

Background

A framework is a hierarchical directory that contains shared resources which can be used
by multiple applications. A framework can contain functionality to perform tasks that the
application developer does not have to implement from scratch, like a sharing functionality.
When a framework is updated all applications that uses the framework can get access to the
new material, making it dynamic and flexible.
By developing a framework from scratch the result gets more flexible and free since there
is no need to follow specific APIs. The developer can choose how and where to upload
the content and decide exactly which type of content the user is going to be able to share.
Today’s framework solution ShareKit does only offer the possibility to upload content to
different social sharing platforms or send it by e-mail. By making the framework independent of specific sharing applications it does not get affected by changes and errors in third
part APIs or if the application used ceases to exist. [4]
This thesis project was conducted in collaboration with the company Dohi Sweden. Dohi
Sweden is a holding company for high-potential brands and services in the audio-visual
industry. One of their main focuses is development for mobile platforms. Nowadays their
costumers have, as the trend, started to get an interest for user-generated content. By developing a framework that provides an user interface for sharing different types of media Dohi
Sweden can offer sharing functionality to multiple customers which easily can be implemented into the costumer’s existing application. Dohi Sweden wanted the prototype of the
framework to be implemented for the iPhone.
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1.2

Goals

The primary goal of this thesis project is to design a framework that enables sharing of usergenerated content that application developers easily can implement into their own smartphone application. The framework should consist of an interface that offers the user an easy
way to share his or her content. To achieve this goal a couple of questions was stated that
needed answers:
• Why do people want to share media?
• How do you offer en easy way for the users to share their media?
• What type of media can you retrieve from a smartphone that the user could be interested in sharing?
To answer these questions a couple of sub-goals was stated:
1. Analyse, compare and evaluate existing sharing applications.
2. Examine smartphones and their possibility to retrieve all sorts of information.
3. Design and user test a prototype of the framework.
4. Make a refined prototype based on the result from the user test.
The end result of this project will be a prototype of the framework implemented for the
iPhone.

1.3

Limitations

By enabling UGC the application developer has to keep in mind that users could try to
upload inappropriate and/or illegal content. Filters and other actions should be considered
and implemented to prevent this type of content to be uploaded. How to handle this is not
covered in this thesis.

1.4

Outline

Chapter 2 presents the outline of the project and the methodology used when evaluating
existing sharing frameworks. A description of how the results were divided and summarised
in different sections is explained to simplify the reading.
Chapter 3 contains a prestudy that describes user-generated content, what it is, where it
can be found and pros and cons with it. The questions of why people want to share is
also studied and answered. Furthermore this chapter presents evaluations and comparisons
of already existing sharing applications and frameworks to find usability flaws and good
interaction solutions. Finally a study of what type of information that can be retrieved from
a smartphone is presented. This study is used to find out what kind of media the user could
be interested in sharing and that the framework should support.
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Chapter 4 describes the design process of a paper-based prototype of the frameworks interface with inspiration from the prestudy and literature about how to design for touch devices.
Two different views are chosen and made into detailed paper-based prototype for user testing. Furthermore a detailed description of the method used for preforming the user test, how
the test was conducted and the result of the test is presented in Section 4.2. The feedback
from the user test is taken into consideration in a redesign of the prototype described in
Section 4.3.
Chapter 5 presents how the prototype of the framework was developed for the iPhone and
the result of the implementation.
Chapter 6 contains the overall result of the thesis and discusses the stated goals in Section
1.2.
Chapter 7 discusses the development of the framework, possible restrictions and what can
be implemented in the future.
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2 Developing process
This chapter covers the general methodology used while performing this project. Section 2.1 describes the outline of the work performed to reach the given goals. Section
2.2 presents how the evaluation of existing applications and framework were conducted.
Thereafter Section 2.4 describes how the result will be presented.

2.1

Project outline

To reach the goal, design a framework that offers an easy way for users to share their content,
the time-line of the project was divided into four phases; prestudy, design, implementation
and a final phase.
Prestudy
1. Study user-generated content and why people want to share.
2. Examine what type of media and information that can be retrieved from a smartphone.
3. Decide what type of the retrievable media that the user could be interested in sharing.
4. Identify existing sharing frameworks and applications.
5. Compare and evaluate functionality and interfaces of the found frameworks and applications.
Design
1. Make a prototype of the framework’s user interface based on information and inspiration from the prestudy.
2. Decide how to user test the prototype and perform the test.
3. Redesign the framework based on the results from the user test.
Implementation
1. Learn how to develop iPhone applications.
2. Implement a prototype of the framework for the iPhone.
Continuously during all phases the results were evaluated and documented. In the final
phase the documentation from the project was summarised into this thesis report.
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2.2

Evaluation of existing sharing frameworks and applications

By evaluating existing sharing applications and frameworks information can be gathered
about; what types of media that are popular to share, existing problems and usability flaws
of user interfaces as well as good interaction solutions.
UGC is very popular right now and there are a lot of different sharing applications available
on the market. However, there are few applications that offer the ability to share a variety of
media. The applications tend to specialise in either text, videos or photos. Apart from the
media shared there are two kinds of sharing applications and frameworks: applications that
upload the user’s content to their own platform and applications and frameworks that share
the content on other site’s platforms. Typically, these applications are targeting specific
social media platforms such as Facebook or Twitter.
The framework to be developed is going to offer an easy way for users to upload and share
different types of content to the developer’s choice of destination. With that in mind the
existing applications were evaluated and compared focusing on the following criterias:
1. Type and variety of content to share
2. Where the shared content is presented
3. To whom the content is available
4. The usability of the application/framework
Some criteria are hard to evaluate such as the usability of an application. This criteria has
been divided into sub-criterias where the focus is on finding flaws and good interaction
solutions. A table of criterias was developed for evaluation and comparison of the applications and can be seen Appendix A. The execution of and the result from the evaluation are
described in Section 3.2.

2.3

Result analyses

Since this project has been divided into different parts (prestudy, design, implementation
and a final part) so are also the results. There are two different results; one from the user
test that leads to redesign of the prototype in Section 4.2.2 and one form the implementation
where the finished implemented prototype is described in Section 5.2. There is also an
overall result described in Section 6 that discusses the project thesis goals and if they were
reached or not.
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3 Prestudy
The purpose with the framework is to enable the user to generate and share content and offer
an easy way to do so. To find out why people share, what type of content that the users could
be interested in sharing and get ideas of how to design a sharing-functionality a prestudy
was conducted. Section 3.1 describes what user-generated content is, why people share and
the pros and cons about letting the users share their work. Existing sharing applications
and frameworks were studied, evaluated and compared to get inspiration of how to design
a sharing application which can be seen in Section 3.2. As the target platform for this
framework is smartphones specifically, the information available for retrieval in a variety of
smartphones was studied, described in Section 3.3.

3.1

User-generated content

User-generated content (UGC), also known as user-created content (UCC), refers to media
and creative works created by Internet- and technology users. It is considered a vital part of
”The participative web”. [1]
There are different types of UGC: [1]
• Text - novels, poetry, comments and citizen journalism
• Images - photos, drawings and paintings
• Audio - clips and music
• Video - clips, parodies and sketches
• Games
• Virtual objects
However, all content made by users is not considered UGC. Although it is a very modern
and popular topic, no commonly agreed definition of UGC exists. The Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)[1] has proposed three main characteristics
for identifying a possible spectrum of UGC:
• Publication requirement: The content has to be published in some context, like on
a public website for all to see or on a social networking site, for example Facebook
and Google+, that only a specific group of people have access to. This characteristic
exclude email, instant messaging and other related content.
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• Creative effort: Some sort of creative effort has to be put in when creating the content. This means making something on your own or manipulate existing works to
create a new one. Straight of copied work is not classified as user-generated content.
”Users must add their own value to the work”[1].
• Creation outside of professional routines and practises: User-generated content is
typically created without any commercial market context or expectations of payment.
Note that UGC can be created by professionals, but on their spare time.
The last characteristics is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain as there is ”a trend
toward the monetisation of UCC from the user-side”[1]. However, the characteristic is
useful to separate UGC from work created and produced by commercial entities.
3.1.1

Where can you find it?

The different types of user-generated contents are published to a wide range of different
channels to share information, views and media with others. The content is mostly distributed on specific UGC platforms listed in Table 1. Text and comments are being published on blogs and pictures and videos are being uploaded to online sharing platforms.
Audio recordings are shared on podcasting platforms like iTunes and WinAmp and information is added and edited on collaboration platforms and Wikis like Wikipedia.
Some very popular type of UGC distribution platforms today are social network sites where
the user can blog and post music, videos, pictures etc. Some social networks are Facebook,
Google+ and Twitter.
3.1.2

Why do people want to share?

User-generated content is mostly not published to earn money. Users do it to express themselves, show their creativity, keep in touch with peers and entertain others[2]. In return the
user gets comments, feedback, acknowledgement and in some cases they do it to achieve a
certain level of fame and recognition[1].
David Armano, Senior Vice President at Edelman Digital, thinks that ”Social Sharing on
the social web acts like a form of currency”. You earn points by sharing information and
media that might help friends and other people in your network. These points can put you in
someone’s favour and they might start looking for and sharing things that you are interested
in.[5]
Companies have seen a revenue potential of UGC and are investing a lot of money in it.
These companies are mainly from the media, commercial and communications industry,
in particular mobile operators. They are afraid to lose money due to decreased interest in
traditional media. The investments are contributing to the expansion of UGC platforms and
user activity.[1]
In conclusion, people share content hoping for something in return. The form of the compensation may be money, recognition, feedback, favours or reactions.
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3.1.3

Pros and cons

Internet users want to express themselves and share increasingly amounts of content. According to Nielsen NetRaiting are UGC platforms for sharing photos, video and blogging
the fastest growing websites in the UK. UGC have, for example, also contributed to reinvigorating websites in Korea.[1]
UGC platforms tend to generate a strong networking effect which results in a small amount
of sites getting a large amount of traffic. This can be seen as an advantages as well as a
drawback as the popularity of a site is very important and can change fast[1]. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development claims that 62% of the content viewed
by a 21-year-old is generated by someone they know. UGC is also precieved to be the most
trustworthy source of information. Users rely on information posted by their friends more
than messages from corporate communications[6]. By providing the functionality for users
to share content the platform owners are increasing the perception of trust from their users
and the possibility of users friends visiting their site.
Providing UGC may have many advantages but the platform owner has to keep in mind
that although it may be easy to enable UGC it is very hard, if not impossible, to control.
Information can easily be posted about anything and the owner has to work out a strategy
to make the content stick to their policy. [6]

3.2

Existing sharing applications and frameworks

Since user-generated content is a hot topic today there are a lot of different kinds of sharing
applications available. However, they are few that offer the user the ability to share any
type of media, and the applications tend to specialise on either pictures, videos or text. To
determine which applications to look into, the question ”Which applications do you use to
share different kinds of media like text, pictures and videos?” was posted on Facebook and
Google+. Those two social media platforms where chosen because the evaluator had the
greatest amount of friends and followers there and it is an easy way to get feedback fast. It
has to be taken into considerations that this way of selecting applications is biased due to
the ones answering apparently uses either Facebook or Google+. According to Knowledge
minder[7] these are two of the most popular social networks today which is a good argument
to why they should be evaluated. A total of 21 people answered and the five most popular
applications used where; Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google+ and YouTube. These five
applications where chosen to be evaluated along with the only found framework, ShareKit,
that provides sharing functionality.
3.2.1

Evaluation and comparison

The goals with the evaluation is to get inspiration of good design ideas and discover problems and design flaws in existing sharing interfaces. To determine how to compare the
different sharing functionalities, already existing evaluations and comparisons of sharing
applications were studied[8]. No comparison was found of sharing applications in general
but of categorised sharing like only photos, videos or text. With inspiration from the existing comparisons and with the goals of the evaluation in mind the following information was
stated to be gathered;
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1. Type and variety of content to share
2. Where the shared content is presented
3. To whom the content is available
4. The usability of the application/framework
A table containing a refinement of the stated information was constructed to ease the comparison and provide a good overview of the result of the evaluation. The evaluator then
examined the different applications and framework and filled in the results in the table. The
table can be seen in Appendix A. Afterwards an analysis was made of the user interfaces.
The result were as follows:
Type and variety of content to share
Instagram and YouTube are categorised sharing applications and are only offering sharing
of pictures respectively videos and location. Facebook, Twitter and Google+ are all social
networks and support sharing of different types of media like text, images, videos, links,
contacts and locations. The only existing framework that provides sharing functionality,
ShareKit, is offering the possibility to share different kinds of media to a variety of social networks and UGC platforms. The type of content that the user is available to share
is depending on the destination platform to which it is about to be uploaded. It provides
the possibility to share all types of media mentioned previously except location and contacts. ShareKit also have the possibility to share documents to selected platforms. ShareKit
does not has an own application but is reached trough a button in the parent application
and provides options and forms for sending given content to the destination platform, see
Figures 25 and 26 in Appendix D at page 48.
Where the shared content is presented
All the applications except ShareKit are uploading the shared content to their own website. Instagram also offers the user the choice to upload the content to other UGC platforms
including the other applications tested except YouTube. YouTube on the other hand supports sharing the video by e-mail and to Twitter but only after the user has uploaded it to
YouTube’s own site. ShareKit offers the user to share his or her content to a selection of
UGC platforms and social networks.
To whom the content is available
In all the applications except Twitter the user can decide which people that are going to
be able to see their shared content, more and less precisely. The content posted on Twitter
is available to everyone on the Internet. Facebook, YouTube and Google+ can specify in
detail which users are going to be able to see the content. At Instagram the user can make
the content public to everyone, just his or her followers or visible to only specific people
by e-mail. The visibility of the shared content with ShareKit are depending on the chosen
destination platform.
The usability of the application/framework
On Facebook already shared content is problematic to delete. The iPad application for
YouTube did not support uploading of videos, instead the build in camera has a share button
to YouTube when a video had been recorded, see Figure 24 in Appendix D at page 48.
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Otherwise the framework and all the applications are fairly easy to use and they all requires
that the user signed in to be able to share his or her content to their platforms.
Comparisons of user interfaces
The user interface of the sharing applications have several things in common. The social
network applications; Facebook, Twitter and Google+ presented the user the possibility
to add different types of content with a main focus on text, see Figures 20, 21 and 22 in
Appendix D at page 47. The additional content that could be added was displayed in the
bottom of the view. Facebook and Twitter symbolises that content is added by changing the
colour of the icon and displaying the picture meanwhile Google+ adds a button down in the
textview that shows the type and the quantity of the content added. Facebook also includes
representations of the added content into the textfield as text or pictures.
The other user interfaces of Instagram, YouTube and ShareKit are based on the user choosing the content to upload; for Instagram a picture, for YouTube a video and for ShareKit one
of the available content types to be shared. The user can then add additional information
to the content as title and position. In ShareKit the user first has to specify which platform
he or she wants to upload the content to and depending on the platform different information is presented to be added, see Figure 25 in Appendix D . In Figure 26 in Appendix
D the information available for the platform Delicious is showed. Instagram was the only
application that offeres editing of the content like different kinds of filters, light, focus and
rotation. Instagram also provides a interface for editing photos taken displayed in Figure 27
in Appendix D .
Information and inspiration from the evaluation was brought into the design of the prototype
of the framework.

3.3

Information that can be retrieved from a smartphone

To find out what type of media the framework should be able to share the product specifications from a variety of smartphones was studied. The goal of the examination was to find
out what types of media that are possible to retrieve from a smartphone and then pick out
those that the users most likely could want to share.
The smartphones examined was; iPhone 4S and 3GS, Nokia Lumia 800, Samsung Galaxy
S and HTC Sensation. The different phones where chosen based on that they are fairly new
on the market and have different operating systems and brands. The types of information
that was possible to retrieve for all the smartphones was[9]:
• Text
• Picture
• Video
• Audio
• Files
• Location
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• Compass
• Accelerometer
• Proximity
• Ambient light
The iPhone 4S and HTC Sensation also has a three-axis gyro. When looking at the feature
list with the users interest of sharing in mind it is easy to say that the first five functionalities
have a high possibility of being shared since it already exist functionality for sharing these
in existing applications and frameworks, see Section 3.2. These types of contents are: text,
pictures, video, files and location. To cover all kinds of ways for the user to express them
selves audio is also added to the list of media that should be possible to share from the
framework.
The other types of information are not as likely to be of interest for the user; e.g. how light it
is outside, which direction he or she is facing and the distance to things. Although the user
may be interested to share how fast he or she is traveling by foot, bike, car or something
else.
The information chosen to be enabled for the user to share from the framework was:
• Text
• Picture
• Video
• Audio
• Files
• Location
• Speed
This information was included in the design of the prototype of the framework in Section
4.1 and evaluated in the user test in Section 4.2. It should be easy to remove, change and add
other types of information to share depending on the outcome of the user test and changes
of user interest in the future.
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Table 1 Examples of distribution platforms for user-created content[1]
Type of Platform
Blogs

Social
Network
Sites
Virtual Worlds

Description
Web pages containing usercreated entries updated at
regular intervals and/or usersubmitted content that was
investigated outside of traditional media
A wiki is a website that allows
users to add, remove, or otherwise edit and change content
collectively. Other sites allow
users to log in and cooperate on
the editing of particular documents.
Sites which allow writers and
readers with a place to post and
read stories, review stories and
to communicate with other authors and readers through forums and chat rooms
Collecting links of online content and rating, tagging, and otherwise aggregating them collaboratively
A podcast is a multimedia file
distributed over the Internet using syndication feeds, for playback on mobile devices and personal computers
Sites allowing the creation of
personal profiles
Online virtual environment.

Content or Filesharing sites

Legitimate sites that help share
content between users and artists

Wikis and Other
Text- Based Collaboration Formats

Sites
allowing
feedback on written works

Group-based
aggregation

Podcasting

Examples
Popular blogs such as BoingBoing and Engadget; Blogs on
sites such as LiveJournal; MSN
Spaces; CyWorld; Skyblog

Wikipedia; Sites providing wikis
such as PBWiki, JotSpot, SocialText; Writing collaboration sites
such as Writely

FanFiction.Net

Sites where users contribute
links and rate them such as Digg;
Sites where users post tagged
bookmarks such as del.icio.us
iTunes, FeedBruner, iPodderX,
WinAmp, @Podder

MySpace, Facebook, Friendster,
Bebo, Orkut, Cyworld
Second Life, Active Worlds, Entropia Universe, and Dotsoul
Cyberpark
Digital Media Project
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4 Design
The framework to be designed should offer the user an easy way to share different types of
content. To find out if the projected design is user-friendly or not a paper-based prototype
was designed, see Section 4.1, and user tested, see Section 4.2. The test should focus on
usability and finding problems and design flaws. Finally a redesign of the prototype was
conducted with the result from the user test in mind which is described in Section 4.3.

4.1

Prototype

When designing an user interface for a touch screen there are a few things to keep in mind.
Josh Clark has written the book ”Tapworthy - Designing Great iPhone Apps”[10] which describes guidelines and useful things to keep in mind when designing an iPhone application.
In chapter ”Designing for size and touch” he lists a few things worth thinking about when
designing an user interface[10];
• Ergonomic matter: consider how your app feels in the hand.
• Put primary controls in the thumb’s ”hot zone”.
• Forty-four is the magic number. Make tap areas at least 44 pixels, and design to
44-pixel rhythm.
• Be generous with space and do not crowd your design.
• Feature primary content at the top, controls at the bottom.
• Keep the main controls within easy reach, and avoid scrolling where practical.
• Reduce interface chrome by dispatching power tools to secondary views with secret
panels and hidden doors.
The thumps’ ”hot zone” is the area on the screen that the thumb easily reaches and where
it is most comfortable to press and navigate around, see Figure 1. Primary controls like
navigation should be put in the bottom of the screen because it demands the least effort of
reaching them while primary content that the user should see should be at the top to attract
the most attention. The navigation controller for a touchscreen are our fingers which is
much bigger than a cursor, therefor the targets that the user should hit have to be bigger.
According to Clark the optimal size for a tap area is 44 pixels which is the standard for
iPhone controls. Then the chance for the finger to hit the target is good enough. The size of
other content should also strive to be a multiple size of 44 pixels for the application to get a
harmonic feeling.[10]
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Figure 1: The comfort zone for a right-handed person’s thumb lies in the shaded area[10]

To get ideas of how the user interface for sharing content could look the writer explored different design concepts trough sketching during one hour with inspiration from the prestudy
and with Clark’s list in mind. The goal was to get as many different design proposals as
possible.
The content that the framework should be able to share, stated in Section 3.3, was;
• Text
• Picture
• Video
• Files
• Audio
• Location
• Speed
The idea of the framework is that an application developer should be able to add sharing
functionality to his or her existing application by including this framework to the project,
specify where the content should be sent and add a given button to the applications interface.
By pressing the button the user will be taken to a view where he or she can add, edit and
upload content.
The sketching session resulted in a number of sketches of potential designs of the user
interface. Among these where two different proposals chosen that the evaluator thought met
the criterias in Clarks list the best and they were developed further into detailed, paper-based
prototypes. The prototypes where chosen to be presented as paper-based sketches because
it gives a feeling of design in progress and encourages changes more than an implemented
prototype does[11]. The two different design proposals where named ”Simple view” and
”Positioning view”.
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The Simple view contains of a big field for adding text and functionality to add other types
of content in a tab-bar in the bottom of the screen, see Figure 5 in Appendix B at page 37.
The tab-bar has a tab marked with an arrow which, when pressed, shows other types of
content that can be added. The user adds content by pressing the icon representation of it
and chooses or creates the content. The added content is then stored under that tab like a
file system, see Figure 7 in Appendix B . The colour of the tab icon changes to symbolise
content added, see Figure 9 in Appendix B . The user can add other types of content and
navigate back to already added content by pressing the symbol of the content again. The
upload button in the upper right corner sends all added content to the destination specified
by the app developer and then closes the view.
The Positioning view contains a canvas for the content to be added on. As default there
is one textfield for the contents caption, see Figure 6 in Appendix B . A control panel is
located at the bottom of the view with items representing different types of content that can
be added. The user displays more content types by swiping sideways in the control panel.
The control panel can be hidden if the user want to get a better view of the added content,
as seen in Figure 8 in Appendix B . By pressing or dragging and dropping the content items
the user can add content to the canvas at different places. The user are also able to rearrange
the content added by dragging and dropping it to other positions, see Figure 10 in Appendix
B.
The way of adding an image and a position is the same in the both views. The user adds
a picture by choosing to retrieve it from the library or taking a new one with the camera.
Both ways are designed to be able to add several pictures at the same time. In the library,
this is done by selecting multiple pictures and the pressing the done button in the upper
right corner, see Figure 11 at page 39, and in the camera view by letting the user attach a
picture which sends him or her back to the camera view for taking a new one before adding
all by pressing done, see Figure 13 in Appendix B . When choosing a position the user is
presented a view with the functionality to search for a location and a list with close places
based on the users location.
Both views were much inspired by the criterias in Clark’s list. They are both generous with
space and focuses on displaying the users added content and tries to minimise other information, distractions and unnecessary functions. Both views have the controls for adding
content at the bottom of the view and the primary content, the users added content, in the
top. The Positioning view fills the criteria, ”Feature primary content at the top, controls at
the bottom”, the best though it has all the content in the top compared to the Simple view
that just have the text there and other content sorted in the tabs at the bottom of the view.
The main controls are easy to reach at the bottom of both views. It is harder to navigate in
the Simple view because the button for displaying more content is in the bottom right corner which is one of the hardest places to reach for the thumb of a right-handed user. In the
Positioning view you can swipe your finger from what ever position in the control bar you
like for displaying alternative content types. All controls in both views are striving toward
having the same height as the iPhone’s standard controls, 44 px.
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4.2

User test

To make sure that there is a demand for the application that is about to be developed you
have to ask the potential users. If the users do not want the application there is no point of
developing it. By doing a user test information can be collected about the users needs and
if it is really an application they need or something else. By adding a prototype to the user
test you can also get information about the usability and the user experience of the proposed
application. There are different ways to perform a user test and it is important to choose
the right one depending on the application that is about to be developed and what type of
information the evaluators are interested in.[11]
4.2.1

Method

The questions that wants to be answered during the user test are:
• Is the prototypes user friendly?
• Which version of the prototype do the user prefer or do they want to be able to choose
between them?
• Is there any other content that the user want to share?
• Is there any unnecessary functionality in the prototype?
• Will the users use the framework?
The focus of the user test will lie on the usability of the prototype.
”Usability: the extent to which a product can be used by specified users
to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use”. (ISO 9241-11:1998)
If an applications is not user friendly it will effect the user in a negative way and can make
him or her feel bad and incompetent which can lead to the user not using the application.
Other disadvantages with lack of usability is that it will take longer time for the user to reach
his or her goal and it increases the number of errors made. In working life this can have
economical consequences and even injuries depending on the context of the application.
Therefore usability is very important.
There are several different methods for evaluating the usability of a product. The method
chosen for this evaluation is called ”Think aloud” and after every test an interview of the test
user was conducted to get additional information. Appendix C describes different types of
evaluation methods and the process of choosing the method ”Think aloud” with additional
interviews.
When performing the evaluation method ”Think aloud” the test user is given specified goals
to reach and told to interact with the product to reach these goals while the evaluator observes and takes notes. The test users are asked to ”think aloud”, to talk about how and
why he or she acts as he or she does and if he or she finds any difficulties or problems.
The evaluator is not allowed to speak to the test user more than to encourage him or her to
talk aloud. The method has the advantage of revealing how the user uses the product and
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the evaluator may notice things that the user are not aware of, like if the user leans forward
against the product the text is probably too small to read but the user may not think about
it. The method minimises the risk of the evaluator affecting the user with his or her own
opinions due to the passive role of the evaluator. Although ”false” information can be given
when the users describe why they are doing different things due to that they overanalyse
their actions just to get a reason for acting as they do.
The focus group for this user test was chosen to be smartphone users in the age range of
18-34 years old. This was chosen based on that the framework is intended for smartphone
applications in general and according to Go-Globes Infographic that age range have the
highest percentage of smartphone users, see Figure 2. According to the graph 43% of all
iPhone users and 50% of all Android users are between 18 and 34 years old.

Figure 2: Percentage of smartphone operating system used by age group. A part from an
infographic describing smartphone users in the world [12]

How many users to test is a difficult question. Surveys, among one done by Jakob Nielse[13],
claims that you only need to test 5 people. By adding more test users after the fifth the
amount of problems found are not increasing significantly. Figure 3 describes the amount
of problems found related to the number of users tested. Other surveys claim that the problem of deciding the number of users to test is more complex than that. Jeff Sauro presents a
formula to calculate a suitable number. The formula is:
log(1-Chance of Detecting) / log(1-Probability of Occurring)[14]
For identifying problems that impacts 10% or more of the users and have 85% chance of
detecting them the formula will be: log(1-.85) / log(1-.10) ≈ 18.01 which result in 18
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persons to test. This method seams more reasonable but there is no way to specify the
complexity of the product. A product with less functionality should have a greater chance
of detecting all problems than one with a lot of functions.
The user interface to be tested is said to have a small amount of functions and based on the
two different ways of deciding the number of users to test, six persons where chosen to be
tested in the age range 18-34 that owned a smartphone. The user evaluation was conducted
in a study room at Umeå University. The location was chosen based on closeness to the test
users and the small risk of being disturbed.

Figure 3: The number of users tested in relation to the amount of problem found[13]

4.2.2

Result

The result of the user test can be seen in Appendix F and it shows that the test users liked
the way of sharing content apart from some problems of how to use different functions.
The answer to the question if they would use the sharing function was that it depended on
the application. If they liked the application and wanted to add content they would use the
function. Some said that they liked this way of adding content better than the way Facebook
provides. None of the users wanted to be able to choose uploading view but be presented
with one. Four of the six test users liked the Positioning view the most. It was easier to
see added content and it worked like a preview to the result which was appreciated. The
users wanted functionality to add specific GPS positions, remove added content and maybe
a hashtag, ”#”, for tagging specific words as Twitter does. They did not agree on some
unnecessary functionality though some said the speed function, other the file system, the
caption and the audio. One user did not see the point in rearranging the content although
the other ones thought it was a good function even though they were not aware of it from
the beginning. Otherwise they liked the functionality of the application.
The detected problems with the prototype were:
• Unclear icons for adding friends and speed
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• No buttons for making the keyboard disappear
• Unclear button meaning in the camera
• More than one way of reaching the library
One user that had worked with iOS programming before pointed out that the iPhone does not
have a file system for storing all files like ”My files” for Android. Instead every application
have their own storage space and are not allowed to access the phone’s general file system.
If the user would want to share for example a PDF file stored on their phone they have to
send the file to the application’s file-system to make it reachable for the application and then
adding it to the uploaded content.
All the user comments and the information about iOS were taken into consideration in the
redesign of the prototype.

4.3

Redesign

Based on the results from the user test and new knowledge about iOS a new design of the
prototype was made based on the Positioning view. The file functionality was removed
based on complications of reaching desired content. That action solved the problem of two
ways of reaching the library. The library is now only accessible from the camera-tab. The
speed function was also removed, since most of the users did not see the point in sharing it.
The friend icon have got a plus sign at its bottom left corner to illustrate adding a person and
minimise the risk of it being confused with a profile function, see Figure 15 in Appendix B
at page 42. Some extra functionality was added to the add-position-view. It is now possible
for the user to add his or her location or search for someone else, see Figure 16 in Appendix
B . Buttons in the camera view have been renamed and removed to enhance the usability
of the framework, see Figure 14 in Appendix B . The users did not find the functionality of
taking several pictures at the same time necessary. Finally the keyboard also got a ”Done”
button to make it disappear see Figure 18 in Appendix B . The other views and functionality
was kept from the first design of the Positioning view.
The following problems detected in the user test have been corrected;
Unclear icons for adding friends and speed: The speed function has been removed and
the friend button has got a plus sign added to it.
No buttons for making the keyboard disappear: A Done button has been added to the
keyboard
Unclear button meaning in the camera: Buttons have been removed from the camera
view. Now it is only possible to add one picture at the time.
More than one way of reaching the library: By removing the functionality to add a file
there is now only one way to reach the library, through the camera tab.
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5 Implementation
Based on the design and user test of the low-tech, paper-based prototype a high-tech prototype was implemented for the iPhone. Section 5.1 describes the process of developing a
framework for the iPhone and the result of the implementation of the high-tech prototype is
described in Section 5.2.

5.1

Developing a framework for iPhone

By providing a framework for enabling user-generated content the application developers
do not have to implement the sharing functionality themselves. Instead they include the
framework in their application, retrieve and insert a sharing button from the framework and
the application now have a working sharing functionality.
After examining frameworks and iOS, information was found that Apple’s developer environment Xcode[15] did not support development of frameworks for iOS devices. When
Apple disallowed developers from making their own dynamically linked frameworks in
iOS they also removed the ability to implement static iOS frameworks in Xcode although
developer-made static frameworks are still supported on the devices. To be able to develop
static frameworks in Xcode a work-around has to be used. K. Stenerud have developed a
template for building frameworks for iOS in Xcode 4[16]. He describes two kinds of framework solutions; one involving modification of Xcode that enables dependencies of other
projects and one that does not require modification but tricks Xcode to build a framework
representation that in reality is a bundle1 . Both of the solutions will create a directory that
looks and behaves like a framework in Xcode when included in another application. Since
the framework about to be developed does not need any dependencies to other projects,
modification of Xcode seemed unnecessary and since people at Dohi Sweden has experience of working with the second solution of creating frameworks that method was chosen.

5.2

Result

The result of the implementation phase is a prototype of a framework for the iPhone that
offers an easy way for developers to enable user-generated content in their application. The
framework consists of a button that when pressed displays an user interface where the user
can add, edit and rearrange content such as text, pictures and locations.
The main view of the user interface can be seen in Figure 28 in Appendix E at page 51
1A

bundle is a directory with a standardised hierarchical structure that holds executable code and the resources used by that code[17].
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and presents the user with an empty canvas and a tool panel of available types of content
to share. By pressing any of the buttons in the tool panel different content will be added to
the canvas. The text button will add a textfield where the user can enter text, see Figure 32
in Appendix E . An already added text can be edited by pressing the textfield. The camera
button offers the options of taking a picture with the camera or choosing one from the library
see Figures 30, 31 and 33 in Appendix E and the positioning button displays the ”addposition-view” for choosing positions see Figure 34 in Appendix E . In the add-positionview the application, if the application has permission to get the users location, shows the
users position on a map and presents the options to choose that location or search for another
one, see Figure 35 in Appendix E . The functionality to add friends and audio was not
implemented in this prototype due to time constraints. Describing pop-ups are shown when
the buttons are pressed.
When content has been added the user has the choice to delete content by pressing the red X,
see Figure 36 in Appendix E and move around the content by pressing the icon to the right
and dragging it to desired position, see Figure 37 in Appendix E . The position can only be
rearranged vertically, it is not possible to put content side by side. The developer adds the
sharing functionality to his or her applications by including the framework in their project,
create an instance of the view controller, retrieve a sharing button through the method getShareButton and add the button on desired place. A code example of doing so is shown in
Listing 5.1.
# i m p o r t <S h a r i n g F r a m e w o r k / S h a r i n g M a i n V i e w C o n t r o l l e r . h>
viewController = [ [ SharingMainViewViewController a l l o c ]
i n i t W i t h N i b N a m e :@” S h a r i n g M a i n V i e w C o n t r o l l e r ” b u n d l e : n i l ] ;
[ s h a r e B u t t o n V i e w addSubview : vc . g e t S h a r e B u t t o n ] ;

Listing 5.1: Code example for adding the developed framework to an existing iPhone
application project.
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6 Result
The thesis project resulted in a prototype of a framework for iPhone that offers the user
the possibility to upload and share content such as text, pictures and positions. The user
interface can be seen in Appendix E. The functionality can easily be added to an existing
application by including the framework and place a given sharing button in the user interface. The prototype will not work in its present state because the uploading functionality is
not yet implemented. Although it shows how the system should work.
In the development process of the framework a couple of questions were stated and answered.
Why do people want to share media?
During the prestudy of user-generated content in Section 3 information was gathered about
the users willingness to share. People are uploading and sharing content to express themselves, show creativity, get feedback and recognition or keep in touch with peers. With
companies investing in user-generated content they sometimes encourage the users to upload and share content by offering them compensations like products or money.
How do you offer en easy way for the users to share his or her media?
In the design phase of the project a low-tech, paper-based prototype was designed with
inspiration from Josh Clark’s book ”Tapworthy - Designing Great iPhone Apps”[10] and
existing sharing interfaces. The paper-based prototype was then user tested by six potential
end users, described in Section 4.2. Problems and comments from the user test was taken
into consideration in the redesign of the prototype in Section 4.3. The overall result from the
user test was that the users liked the way of presenting added content. It worked as a preview
of how the result would be. However, the willingness of using the functionality is strongly
connected to the application that offers it. The user would only use the functionality if he or
she liked the application and wanted to share or upload content to it. Based on that the test
users liked the feel of the user interface and that problems that were found were addressed
in the redesign the conclusion is drawn that the prototype of the framework developed offers
an easy way for the users to share his or her media. Although the implemented prototype
should also be tested to make sure that that one is as user-friendly as the paper-based one.
What type of media can you retrieve from a smartphone that the user could be interested in sharing?
By examining different smartphone specifications a list of possible media and information
to retrieve from the phone was made. The types of information that were considered most
likely for the user to share were then chosen to be included in the first, paper-based prototype. The prototype was then tested and the test users where asked additional questions
about missing and unnecessary functionality. The result from the user test showed that no
user missed any functionality while most of them found the information about speed unnecessary. Media that could be retrieved from a smartphone that the test users wanted to
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be able to share was; text, pictures, files, locations, audio and friends. However, there is no
easy way to retrieve files from an iPhone due to the fact that there is no general file system
that the application could get access to. Therefore the file functionality was not added in the
final prototype of the framework.
The primary goal of this thesis project was:
”Design a framework that enables sharing of user-generated content that
application developers easy can implement into their own smartphone application. The framework should consist of an interface that offers the user an easy
way to share his or her content”. See Section 1.2, Goals.
To implement the prototype into an existing application the only things that the application developer has to do are to include the framework, retrieve a sharing button from the
framework trough the method getShareButton and add it to their own user interface. That
way of including the functionality is said to be easy. The user interface of the framework
have been user tested with positive result. Comments and problems found have been taken
into consideration and addressed in a redesign of the prototype. Since the test users liked
the way of adding and sharing content the interface of the prototype of the framework is
said to offer an easy way for the users to share their content. The result of this project is a
prototype of a framework that is easy to implement in existing applications and that offers
an easy way for the users to share different types of content. Thus, the primary goal of this
project thesis is said to be fulfilled.
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7 Discussion
The development of the framework went well. It resulted in a prototype of a framework that
offers users the possibility to upload and share different types of content in, according to a
user test, a user friendly way. Although this functionality should not be used in all situations
where the application developer wants to provide functionality for user-generated content.
The framework is not suitable for replacing comment fields though the user wants to be
able to see what they are commenting on and other comments while writing. The uploading
function is also build to be positioning sensitive. If a site has a restricted way to visualise
uploaded content, like Facebook that puts all pictures in one place, the content should not
be sortable in the uploading view. Instead it should strive toward placing the added content
as close as possible to the layout in which it will be presented when uploaded. Otherwise
the whole ”preview” feature is lost and the user can get confused. The prototype of the
framework presents a good way to blog, write and upload articles or just post different
types of content to a site where the user can control the positioning of the content.
The planing of the project thesis worked out well. The implementation phase was a bit
difficult since the writer had never developed for the iPhone before. But because of good
planing that included familiarisation with iOS and iPhone development with lectures from
Stanford[18] and tutorials it worked out nicely. Although the complexity of the prototype
had to be adapted to the level of implementation skills. The work would have gone much
further if the student already had knowledge about iOS development.

7.1

Restrictions

The prototype implemented consists of selected functionality including adding and editing content such as text, pictures and positions. The functionality works but have some
constraints;
• If a user removes all text from a text field, the place-holder text saying ”Insert text”
should be displayed.
• If the user adds more than nine items the additional textfields added are not visualised
by showing the keyboard, instead they are added with the text ”Insert text”. The
reason why is unclear.
• The user should be able to get a closer look at the pictures added by pressing them.
• The text field should be resized to content size when edited. Now they are resizing
when the user leaves editing mode.
• When searching for a position the displayed result is the area of interest connected to
that position, like Umeå University. If no such area is given, the exact street address
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is displayed. The search result should adapt to the amount of details given by the
user. If the user searches for a city, the result should be a city name and if he or she
searches for an address the result should also be the specific street address.
In this prototype nothing happens to the added content when pressing upload. The interface
is just closed and a success pop-up is displayed.

7.2

Future work

The framework now consists of a user interface for adding and editing content such as text,
pictures and positions. The first thing that should be added to the framework is the uploading
functionality. For now the upload button only closes the user interface and displays a popup saying that the upload was successful, which it was not. The upload function includes
adding functionality for the web developer to specify where the content should be sent,
gather the added content, encapsulate it and send it to the given destination. Before that is
implemented the framework is not fully functional.
More refinements can be done to the interface. The restrictions from Section 7.1 can be
fixed like resizing of text fields, adding more than nine items, refine search functionality
and add functionality to take a closer look at added pictures. The icons for deleting and
rearranging the content should be changed so they do not draw so much attention and the
moving icon gets clearer what it does. The framework should also support turning of the
device and be able to adapt the user interface to horizontal view.
Additional functionality such as recording of audio files and providing social functionality
such as adding friends can also be implemented. Since the design promotes a scrollable
menu for choosing content to add there are no restrictions to how many alternatives there
could be. The application developer can also be given the opportunity to enabling which
type of content that their users should be able to share. Maybe they just want pictures and
sounds or force the users to always add a text when uploading content. Functionality could
also be added to enable positioning of content or not. If not all the content of the same type
could be grouped together.
The color theme for the user interface is now black. Smartphone applications use to have
their own color themes which may not match with the black sharing interface provided by
the framework. Functionality for changing the color theme of the framework should be
added to match the overall application.
Further work with the framework could include sharing content to other platforms than the
one specified by the application developer like social networks as Facebook and Twitter.
That should be the developers choice to enable that functionality. Although the social networks APIs have to be taken into account and the fact that all platforms do not accept all
sorts of content, like recorded audio.
Furthermore the framework could be implemented for other smartphone OS and devices
like touch-pads.
The future of user-generated content is bright especially on the mobile field. Peoples willingness to share different types of media and express themselves are not going to decrease,
rather the opposite. People will want to be able to express themselves wherever they are
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which makes the mobile market very important for the future of UGC[2]. With this in mind
prediction can be made of a bright future for this framework.
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A Comparison and evaluation of existing
sharing applications and framework

Figure 4: Comparison and evaluation table for existing sharing applications and framework
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B Paper-based prototype pictures
Simple view

Positioning view

Figure 5: The main screen of the Simple
view

Figure 6: Main screen of the Positioning
view
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Figure 7: Picture added in Simple view

Figure 8: Content panel hidden in Positioning view

Figure 9: Picture and position added to
the Simple View

Figure 10: User rearranging content by
dragging in Positioning view
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General views

Figure 11: The view for choosing a picture from the library

Figure 12: The view for adding a location before the user test
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Figure 13: The camera view before the user test
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Redesigned views

Figure 14: The new view for the camera
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Figure 15: The new main view of the
Positioning view with the
new friend icon.

Figure 16: The new view for adding a
location

Figure 17: Inserting text, keyboard

Figure 18: The new keyboard with a
done button
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C Choosing usability evaluation method
There are two different categories of methods to evaluate the usability of a product; inspection methods and empirical usability method.[11]
Inspection methods are based on one or a group of experts inspects a user interface with
its focus group in mind to find usability problems in the design. Benefits with this type
of methods are that they demand few resources in relation to the result gained, usability
problems gets identified and it minimise end-user involvement. The last criteria can also be
seen as a constraint though the end users is the ones what are going to be using the finished
product and their opinion may not be the same as the evaluators.[11]
Empirical usability methods involves the end users. The evaluations are mostly performed
in so called usability labs with access to recording equipments like cameras and microphones or in the context in which application will be used in. A common way to perform
an empirical evaluation is to divide it in to two parts; [11]
1. Performance tests: The users uses the application to perform one or several given
tasks while their effectiveness and error rate are measured.
2. Attitude surveys: The users satisfaction and perception of the application are evaluated usually with questionnaires or interviews.
This type of evaluation use to be more time-consuming and demand more resources than
the Inspection methods. Although the result from the evaluation is the real users opinions
which are the ones that matters the most since it is them that are going to use the product in
the end.
Which type of method to choose depends on the goal of the user test. In this case the
information that wants to be retrieved surrounds the users wishes and opinions about the
framework so the empirical evaluation methods are said to be the most suitable. The users
opinions are also valued to be worth the extra time spent on the evaluation phase.
There are different kinds of empirical evaluation methods. Table 2 shows an overview
of a few of these methods. To determine which method to use, the usability aspect have
to be identified. In Figure 19 a model is displayed that summarise choices of methods
based on different aspects. The aspects are shown in the centre of the circle. The next
ring describes different examples of measures for each category of usability. The third
circle is the most interesting for now and illustrates different empirical evaluation methods
suitable for every usability aspect and the outer circle shows inspection methods. The most
interesting usability aspects for this user evaluation is ”Satisfaction”, ”Learnability” and
”Error-rate”. Satisfaction is the most important one of those three based on the goals of
the evaluation. The figure states four types of empirical usability methods; Questionnaires,
Interviews, Think aloud protocol and Clinical experiments. Inspiration can also be taken
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from the other two aspects; ”Experiments with novice users and count time to complete
task” and ”lab experiments with structured tasks, check on type and number of errors”.
Table 2 Empirical usability evaluation methods[11]
Method
Think-aloud (or verbal)
protocol
Use data collection

Clinical experiments
Surveys and Questionnaires
Interviews

Measures
Captured events from usage
situation; problems, expectations etc.
Number of errors, types of errors, time to complete task
Eye gaze, heart rate, skin
colour, body heat
Accuracy regarding memory
learning etc.
General information from
users. Structured or unstructured.

Generated data
Record of cognitive processes of users in system usage
Record of statistics for errors,
listings of types of occurring
errors, time statistics
Statistics for measured clinical aspects
Record of answers - quantitative or qualitative
Record of answers - qualitative

To keep to the common way of performing the empirical evaluation in two parts; one testing
part and one questioning part, there is two methods to choose from for both parts. Think
aloud protocol or Clinical experiments for the first part and questionnaires or interviews for
the second. According to Table 2 the clinical experiments are about measuring eye gaze
and heart rate which may be hard to draw conclusions about the complexity of the prototype. Think aloud protocol on the other hand captures the users problems and expectations
which is more in the line of the information that wants to be retrieved. Questionnaires and
interviews are very alike but based on the possibility to get hidden information about the
users experience from hesitation or voice changes the interview method was chosen. At
interviews the interviewer also have the chance to ask supplementary questions if needed or
explain a question if the user does not understand it.
The method chosen for evaluating the usability of the paper-based prototype of the framework are Think aloud with an additional interview of the test user at the end.
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Figure 19: A model of how aspects of usability, possible measures and different methods
relate in traditional HCI research and literature[11]
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D Existing sharing applications and framework interfaces

Figure 20: Sharing interface Facebook

Figure 21: Sharing interface Twitter
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Figure 22: Sharing
Google+

Figure 24: Sharing
YouTube

interface

interface

for

for

Figure 23: Sharing interface information mood for Instagram

Figure 25: View in ShareKit where the
user choose the platform to
which the content should be
uploaded
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Figure 26: Information to be added to
the content in ShareKit

Figure 27: Photo editing view in Instagram
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E Implemented prototype screen shots

Figure 28: Main view

Figure 29: Camera option for choosing
content source
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Figure 30: Camera view for taking a
picture

Figure 31: Camera view for previewing
a picture

Figure 32: Adding text

Figure 33: Library view
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Figure 34: Add location view

Figure 35: Searched location

Figure 36: Delete content

Figure 37: Rearrange content by drag
and drop
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F User test
F.1

User goals

For both of the framework views upload:
• Text
• Picture taken from the camera
• Picture from the library
• Position

F.2

Interview questions

1. Age
2. Gender
3. Employment
4. Smartphone
5. Do you use to share media with your smartphone?
6. Which view do you prefer?
7. Would you like to be able to choose between these two views?
8. Do you miss any functionality?
9. Do you think something is unnecessary?
10. If an application had a distributing function like this one, would you use it?
11. Do you want to add something?

F.3

Result

A summery of the results from the user test can be seen in Figure 38
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F.3.1

User 1

1. Age 23
2. Gender Female
3. Employment Studies industrial chemistry
4. Smartphone Android, Sony Ericsson Experia X8
5. Do you use to share media with your smartphone?
No
6. Which view do you prefer?
Simple view seams easier
7. Would you like to be able to choose between these two views?
No but I think that I prefer a mix between these two views. Not sure how though.
8. Do you miss any functionality?
No not that I know of
9. Do you think something is unnecessary?
It is too hard to post something when you are running so the speed function. Maybe
if you go by car and want to post the speed of the car but I probably would not use it.
10. If an application had a distributing function like this one, would you use it?
I do not use Internet on my phone but If I would like to post something I would use
it.
11. Do you want to add something?
I think it would be easier to add all the content first and then choose how to place it.
I like the text lines in the Simple view.
Evaluation
Clear
• General
– Camera function except ”Turn camera”-symbol
– Uses attach to add a picture and then back to return to the main view
– Uses the file icon to go to the library
– Library function and adding several pictures
– Pick a place function
– Icons for different content except position
• Simple view
– Camera picture is added to the post
– ”Add picture” button in the camera tab
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– Navigation to other tabs
• Position view
– Add content menu
– Clicks on the button to add different content
– Adding text
– Adding picture
– Navigation to other contents
– Adding position
Unclear
• General
– ”Turn camera”-symbol
– How to get rid of the keyboard
– Use the ”Back”- or ”Done”-button when finished with the camera
– Position-symbol
• Simple view
– How to insert text
– Why the colour of the icon changes
– Why you want to add several positions
• Position view
– What caption means
– Drag and drop function
Comments
• General
– The file tab is the most logical way to reach the library. All my other phones
symbolises the library with a file symbol
– My phone have an arrow pointing down to remove the keyboard. I am not sure
what to do here. Return will probably result in a new line.
– Before when I tried to take a picture with my friends iPhone I wanted to press
the physical button to take the picture
– The symbol looks like the one at hitta.se so i assume that it symbolise the position. Not clear though. Would like a pinpoint or something.
• Simple view
– Looks like Facebook.
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– do not know how to insert text. The microphone is not the right way to go
because the application probably do not have the functionality to turn speech
into text
– When the icon of the camera changes colour in the Simple view it feels like its
used and you can’t use it again.
• Position view
– Move around content by selecting it in the post and click on the content above
the place where I want to put it.
– Like drag and drop now that I know that it is possible
F.3.2

User 2

1. Age 27
2. Gender Male
3. Occupation Studies Interaction and Design
4. Smartphone Android, Samsung Galaxy S2
5. Do you use to share media with your smartphone?
No I always use my computer
6. Which view do you prefer?
They look much alike. I prefer the Positioning view but they both have their advantages. Simple view is easier in the beginning but then you can’t decide the placement
of the content.
7. Would you like to be able to choose between these two views?
They have different purposes. Positioning view is the best one for blogging and Simple view is the best for just uploading content like on Facebook. It depends on the
purpose of the application/website. I would like to be presented one way to upload
my content.
8. Do you miss any functionality?
GPS auto tagging with just one click.
9. Do you think something is unnecessary?
The speed. The function to record sounds is fun but i do not think i will use it that
much.
10. If an application had a distributing function like this one, would you use it?
No but if I would have a blog I would have used the Positioning view. It is good to
be able to blog wherever you are. I am only using Facebook for uploading content
because there is where I want to share it.
11. Do you want to add something?
I understand the arrow for navigation right away, it takes up a lot if space though. I
understand how to swipe but when I first started to use my smartphone i did not know
that. It was clear for me that you should navigate by swiping your finger over the
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screen in the Positioning view but for it is maybe not that clear for novices.
You do not want to be able to take several pictures with your camera at once. It
is just confusing that you are navigated back to the camera view after attaching a picture.
It is good with multiple ways to get access to the library. I preferred the file way
but it is logical to be able to reach it threw the camera.
I would like to be able to tag where I am one time, not several times in a post. That is
good for travelling applications but I usually add one post per time and place.
Evaluation
Clear
• General
– Camera function
– Uses attach to add a picture and then done to return to the main view
– Uses the file icon to go to the library
– Library function and adding several pictures
– Pick a place function but want more functionality
– Icons for different content except speed
• Simple view
– Camera picture is added to the post
– ”Add picture” button in the camera tab
– Change of icon colour, content is added
– Navigation to other tabs
• Position view
– Add content menu
– Clicks on the button to add different content
– Adding text
– Adding picture
– Navigation to other contents
– Adding position
Unclear
• General
– How to get rid of the keyboard
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– The name ”Library” on button, should be ”From file”
– Difference between the ”Attach”- and ”Done”-button on the camera
– Speed-symbol
• Simple view
– Why you want to add several positions
• Position view
– Drag and drop function
Comments
• General
– Want to add my specific GPS location, latitude and longitude. If i am in the
middle of a forest I maybe do not have something specific nearby
– Want to add a position for entire post with like a checkbox before I post it.
– The speed icon looks like someone is running or that it is windy outside
• Simple view
– do not understand why the content added is displayed differently in the camera,
file and position tab. Should be consistent
• Position view
– Good that you can move around content
F.3.3

User 3

1. Age 18
2. Gender Female
3. Occupation Studies Interaction and Design
4. Smartphone Android, Acer
5. Do you use to share media with your smartphone?
No, a few times a year
6. Which view do you prefer?
The Positioning view
7. Would you like to be able to choose between these two views?
No I would like to only have the Positioning view. Maybe not the easiest one from
the beginning but better when you know it.
8. Do you miss any functionality?
No
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9. Do you think something is unnecessary?
The microphone, I would record a video instead. The files is also unnecessary when
you can reach the library from the camera button. I would use the camera button to
go to the library.
10. If an application had a distributing function like this one, would you use it?
I do not use my phone for fun, except from listening to Spotify, it is bad for my
studying. But if i would like to upload something some time I would like to use this
one.
11. Do you want to add something?
No
Evaluation
Clear
• General
– Camera function
– Uses attach to add a picture and then done to return to the main view
– Uses the camera icon to go to the library
– Library function and adding several pictures
– Pick a place function
– Icons for different content except speed and friends
• Simple view
– Camera picture is added to the post
– ”Add picture” button in the camera tab
– Change of icon colour, content is added
– Navigation to other tabs
• Position view
– Add content menu
– Clicks on the button to add different content
– Adding text
– Adding picture
– Navigation to other contents
– Adding position
Unclear
• General
– How to get rid of the keyboard
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– friends-symbol
– Speed-symbol
• Simple view
–
• Position view
– Drag and drop function
Comments
• General
– The friends icon looks like ”profile” add a plus sign to symbolize adding friends
– The speed icon looks like someone is running or a exit button
• Simple view
– Uploading content by selecting it and then choose upload
• Position view
– Good that you can move around content
F.3.4

User 4

1. Age 32
2. Gender Male
3. Occupation Working with a project research in the field of Computer since
4. Smartphone iPhone 4
5. Do you use to share media with your smartphone?
No usually not.
6. Which view do you prefer?
The Positioning view because i get a better view of what I have added. Even if I do
not care about the positioning of the content i prefer this view.
7. Would you like to be able to choose between these two views?
No I want one view
8. Do you miss any functionality?
Removing a picture. Maybe like springboard, if you press and hold your finger above
it it starts wobbling and then you can delete it by pressing an ”X” in the upper left
corner of the picture.
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9. Do you think something is unnecessary?
The file category. Because you can not reach all your files. You should access the
library from the camera instead.
Personally I would rarely use the friends button and I do not see the point in rearranging the positioning of the content.
10. If an application had a distributing function like this one, would you use it?
It depends on the application. Probably if it is a part of a social network. This way
feels smoother than Facebook and it looks a bit like the Twitter application”Tweetbot”.
11. Do you want to add something? I got confused when i could reach the library in
two ways. iOS does not have a common file system that can be reached from all
applications. You have to send the specific content to the application to be able to use
it.
I would prefer to have one position per post located under the caption but I understand that people writing blogs want to be able to add several positions linked to
specific content.
Put describing text bellow the icons. Especially on ”speed”.
I would not use the drag and drop features but it is very smooth if it would be a
blog client but not that helpful if I just wanted to post something.
Evaluation
Clear
• General
– Camera function
– Uses attach to add a picture and then done to return to the main view
– Uses the file icon to go to the library
– Library function and adding several pictures
– Pick a place function
– Icons for different content except speed and friends
• Simple view
– Camera picture is added to the post
– ”Add picture” button in the camera tab
– Change of icon colour, content is added
– Navigation to other tabs
• Position view
– Add content menu
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– Clicks on the button to add different content
– Adding text
– Adding picture
– Navigation to other contents
– Adding position
– Rearranging contents position
Unclear
• General
– How to get rid of the keyboard
– Difference between ”Done” and ”Attach”-button on the camera
– friends-symbol
– Speed-symbol
• Simple view
–
• Position view
– Drag and drop function on content buttons
Comments
• General
– The keyboard should have a ”Done”-button
– Want the option to choose library when pressing the camera symbol like in other
applications but prefer the file icon
– The friends icon looks like ”Portrait”
– The speed icon looks like someone is in a hurry
• Simple view
– Should say ”add picture” rather than ”add file”
• Position view
– Presses outside of the keyboard to get it to disappeared
– Why should you be able to rearrange the positioning of the content
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F.3.5

User 5

1. Age 24
2. Gender Female
3. Occupation Studies Master of Business Administration
4. Smartphone Android, HTC Desire
5. Do you use to share media with your smartphone?
Yes on Facebook and Twitter
6. Which view do you prefer?
The simple view, it was easier
7. Would you like to be able to choose between these two views?
No I would like to be presented with one
8. Do you miss any functionality?
No
9. Do you think something is unnecessary?
Two ways of reaching the library. I would only use the file.
10. If an application had a distributing function like this one, would you use it?
Good question. Not in the beginning but if the application got popular I would use it.
I am usually not one of the first at trying new things.
11. Do you want to add something?
I liked the swipe function in the Positioning view to navigate.
Evaluation
Clear
• General
– Camera function
– Uses Done to add a picture
– Uses the file icon to go to the library
– Library function and adding several pictures
– Pick a place function
– Icons for different content except speed and friends
• Simple view
– Camera picture is added to the post
– ”Add picture” button in the camera tab
– Change of icon colour, content is added
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– Navigation to other tabs
• Position view
– Add content menu
– Clicks on the button to add different content
– Adding text
– Adding picture
– Navigation to other contents
– Adding position
Unclear
• General
– How to get rid of the keyboard
– What ”Attach”-button means on camera
– friends-symbol
– Speed-symbol
• Simple view
–
• Position view
– Drag and drop function
Comments
• General
– Why is it two ways to reach library?
– I’m afraid that everything will disappear if I do not upload everything one by
one
– The friends icon looks like ”profile photo”
– The speed icon looks like video
• Simple view
– Uploading content by selecting it and then choose upload
• Position view
– Uploading content by adding it and a text and then upload it
– Good that you can move around content
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F.3.6

User 6

1. Age 25
2. Gender Female
3. Occupation Studies Interaction and Design
4. Smartphone iPhone 3G
5. Do you use to share media with your smartphone?
Yes on Facebook
6. Which view do you prefer?
The Positioning view. It feels logic that the content you are about to upload gets listed
in the main view.
7. Would you like to be able to choose between these two views?
No I would like one view otherwise it would be confusing. In that case the application
developer should choose one view to present to the user.
8. Do you miss any functionality?
No I do not think so. It includes all media that you want and use to upload. Maybe a
”#” like on Twitter. I do not know how Twitter works though.
9. Do you think something is unnecessary?
Caption, you can choose text from the menu so it is unnecessary go have a text from
the beginning. Write ”Choose what you want to upload” instead. Two ways to reach
the Library seems also unnecessary. Remove one.
10. If an application had a distributing function like this one, would you use it?
Yes if it would have been an application that I used often and want to upload content
to, then this method is a good way to do it. As long as it is clear where you are
uploading your media but thats probably the applications role.
11. Do you want to add something?
You have to get feedback of when the content is uploaded. I think that Facebook is
not showing it clear enough. It is unclear that you can add several things in the Simple
view, maybe text and one other item by writing the text and then selecting the item
but I do not know how to upload several different items. I see the text area like a list
of things to be uploaded.
Evaluation
Clear
• General
– Camera function
– Uses Done to add a picture
– Uses the camera icon to go to the library
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– Library function and adding several pictures except the ”Done” part
– Pick a place function
– Icons for different content except speed
• Simple view
– Camera picture is added to the post
– ”Add picture” button in the camera tab
– Navigation to other tabs
• Position view
– Add content menu
– Clicks on the button to add different content
– Adding text
– Adding picture
– Navigation to other contents
– Adding position
Unclear
• General
– How to get rid of the keyboard
– The difference between the ”Attach” and ”Done”-button on the camera
– ”Back” or ”Done” to upload a chosen picture from the library
– Speed-symbol
• Simple view
–
• Position view
– Drag and drop function
Comments
• General
– Why is it two ways to reach library?
– If i press done in camera view, does it take a picture?
– Can I choose that I’m in Stockholm but I’m not?
– Speed symbol looks like someone is running, it will track where you have been
walking.
– Why do you want to add a person?
• Simple view
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– My first intuition is to press the ”Upload”-button because I want to upload things
but when I look closer I realise that I’m in the uploading view and have to add
something before uploading.
– Uploading content by selecting it and then choose upload
– Want the added items to appear in the ”Text area”, feels like it is that part that
you are uploading.
– If I’m uploading everything will it be here the next time I enter the function?
Like last used?
• Position view
– Why is there a Caption if you are able to add text?
– Uploading content by adding it and then upload it
– This looks like a preview of what I’m about to upload. Much more logical.

Female

User 1

Yes

Clear
Cant close keyboard

Turn camera symbol? Use the
back or done button?

By file icon

Use application function?

Evaluation
Text function

Camera function

Library function

Icon color change
Added Position
Navigation
Positioning view
Caption
Added text
Added pictures
Added Position
Navigation
Drag and drop

Position icon
Friends icon
Speed icon
Simple view
Added text
Added pictures

27

Running / Windy outside

By file icon
Want to be able to add exact GPS
position

Unclear
Cant close keyboard
Difference between Attach and Done
Uses attach to add picture, then
done

User 4

Microphone and Files

No, just the Positioning view
No

Android, Acer
No, a few times a year
Positioning view

Cant close keyboard

Yes, depends of the application

Running, tracking whare you walk

Did not use it but like the idea

Did not use it but like the idea

Profile photo
Speed icon / Video

25

No, developer choose in that case
Maybe "#"
Caption, two ways to reach the
Library

IPhone 3G
Yes, Facebook
Positioning view

Studies Interaction and Design

User 6

What does the Attach button mean? Difference between Attach and
Uses Done to add a picture
Done. Done to add picture
By camera icon, Use Back or
By file icon
Done to add the picture

Cant close keyboard

24

Did not use it but like the idea

Manage it but dont see the point

Portret
Someone is in a hurry

By file icon

Cant close keyboard
Difference between Attach and
Done Uses attach to add picture,
then done

Two ways to reach the Library
Yes if the application got popular
otherwise no

No
No

Android, HTC Desire
Yes, Facebook and Twitter
Simple view

Female
Studies Master of Business
Administration

User 5

Dont see the point

Did not use it but like the idea

Profile
Running / Exit

By camera icon

Uses attach to add picture,
then done

Comment inside
Cant close keyboard

Yes, depends on the application

No
Removing picture
Files, cant reach all your files.
Rearanging the content

IPhone 4
No, not often
Positioning view

32

What means?

Did not use it but like the idea

18
Male
Working, Project research in
Studies Interaction and Design computer since

Female

User 3

No, but if I ever get a blog I will use it Yes

Speed

Android, Samsung Galaxy S2
No, use the computer
Positioning view
No, developer choose, good for
different things
GPS tagging with just one click

Studies Interaction and Design

Male

User 2

Feels liked used and cant be use
again
Why do you want to add several? Why do you want to add several?

How to insert text

Understand but has to be a better
way

Speed

Unnecessary functionality

Position function
Camera icon
File icon
Microphone icon

No, but prefer a mix of the views
No

23

Want to choose view?
Missed functionality

Studies Industrial Chemistry
Android Sony Ericsson Experia
Smartphone
X8
Share content from phone? No
Prefered view
Simple view

Occupation

Age
Gender
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Figure 38: Summery of the results from the user test. Red symbolises problem areas and
green clear areas

